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The duality between the s- and t-channel descriptions of strong-interaction scattering
amplitudes and the assumption that in every channel the scattering proceeds via nonex-
otic resonances are exhibited by simple diagrams. The diagrams lead to simple deriva-
tions of some known consequences of these assumptions as well as to many new predic-
tions which can be tested experimentally.

For many years it has been implicitly or ex-
plicitly assumed that, in strong-interaction scat-
tering processes, one may add the contributions
of -channel resonances to those of the l-channel
exchanges. This belief was partly motivated by
the fact that such an addition is legitimate in a
perturbation-type Feynman diagram approach.
Recently, it has become clearer and clearer that,
in general, a certain amount of double counting
is involved in this procedure. ~ We now know that
it is possible to construct a complete description
of a strong scattering amplitude~ either in terms
of its s-channel poles or as a sum of t-channel
poles. Furthermore, if the poles in all channels
are associated only with nonexotic resonances, ~

this duality requirement' leads to self-consisten-
cy conditions on the scattering amplitudes. 4 The
same idea can be generalized to many-particle
final states' and in all cases the simple addition
of the various Feynman diagrams (even when all
internal lines are treated as Reggeons) leads to
double (or multiple) counting.

In this paper we propose a simple type of dia-
grams which exhibit the duality principle in a
striking way. We assume that all the incoming
and outgoing particles as well as the poles in all
channels are not exotic and may therefore be
mathematically represented by three-quark or
quark-antiquark combinations. The diagrams
enable us to reproduce easily a large number of
known predictions of the duality picture, to un-
derstand the reason for its apparent failure in
&& scattering, and to derive a large number of
new predictions.

The rules for drawing a legal diagram are ex-
tremely simple: (i) There are three types of
lines, corresponding to the 6', X, and ~ quarks.
Lines do not change their identity. (ii) Every ex-
ternal baryon is represented by three lines run-
ning in the same direction. (iii) Every external
meson is represented by two lines running in op-
posite directions. (iv) The two ends of a single
line cannot belong to the same external particle.
(v) In any 8 = 1 channel (s, t, or u) it is possible
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FIG. 1. Diagrams for (a) meson-meson scattering,
(b) forward meson-baryon scattering, {c)backward
meson-baryon scattering, and (d) an "illegal" diagram
for baryon-antibaryon scattering. The s- and t-chan-
nel intermediate states are marked by dashed lines.

to "cut" the diagram into two by "cutting" only
three quark lines (and not 4q+g, etc. ). Similarly,
in any mesonic channel we should be able to split
the diagram by cutting only two lines (and not 2q
+ 2q, etc.).

The physical assumptions involved are the fol-
lowing: (a) All baryons are in the 1, 8, or 10
SU(3) multiplets and can be mathematically de-
scribed as three-quark structures. (b) All me-
sons are quark-antiquark structures in the 1 or
8 multiplets. (c) The entire scattering ampli-
tude (except for the contribution of the Pomeran-
chukon) is given in any channel by a sum of sin-
gle-particle states. ' ~

The diagrams describing meson-meson scatter-
ing, and backward meson-baryon scattering are
illustrated in Figs. 1(a)-1(c). The duality proper-
ty is clearly demonstrated since the diagrams
can be viewed either as a sum of single-particle
states in one channel or as a sum of such terms
in the other channel. It is clear from the dia-
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grams that in M~ and ~ scattering there is at
least one self-consistent set of amplitudes which
satisfy duality and resonance dominance in the s
and t channels. On the other hand, Fig. 1(d) dem-
onstrates that in BB scattering there is no way
of describing the amplitude by a sum of nonexotic
mesons in both the s and the t channels. At least
one of these channels must have 2q+2q interme-
diate states, contrary to our basic rules. The in-
consistency between the duality requirement and
the resonance-dominance assumption in B8 scat-
tering is not a new result, ~ but here we have de-
duced it in a trivial way from our simple dia-
grams.

Two-body scattering reactions are essentially
described here by a combination of single pP an-
nihilations in every channel. ' The only term in
the scattering amplitude which does not involve
such annihilations is presumably the diffraction
contribution (Pomeranchukon exchange).

Similar diagrams can be drawn for processes
such as MfI -MMB [Fig. 2(a)]. The entire am-
plitude can be, in principle, described in terms
of any of the five ordinary diagrams in Figs. 2(b)-
2(f). Figure 2(a) includes all of these possibili-
ties, and indicates that every one of them may
be a complete description. '

If a certain scattering amplitude with two-par-
ticle final state is completely "explained" by a
sum of direct-channel resonances, we approxi-
mate its imaginary part at a given energy by the
contributions of the resonances in the neighbor-
hood of that energy. The real part of the ampli-
tude at the same energy will not be described in
terms of nearby resonances. In general it will
include effects of resonances which are far away
in energy. The reason for this distinction is, of
course, the fact that the imaginary part of a res-
onant amplitude is large around the resonance en-
ergy, while the main influence of a resonance on
the real part of the amplitude is spread over a
wider energy range and actually vanishes at the
resonance energy. If a process such as elastic
K+P scattering does not exhibit any +-channel
resonances, only the imaginary part of its for-
ward amplitude will vanish (except for the Pom-
eranchuk term). The real part of the &+P ampli-
tude will not vanish and will have contributions
from its distant s & 0 resonances —the ones which
appear in & P scattering) Only if both the + and
the u channels of such a process do not show any
resonances will the real part of the amplitude
also vanish in the resonance-dominance approxi-
mation. The immediate moral of these remarks
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FIG. 2. (a) Diagram for M+8-M+ M+B and (b)-
(f) its various alternative descriptions. Every one of
the five descriptions (b)-(f) may, in principle, be a
complete picture of the amplitude. They should be
summed over all possible intermediate states (B~,B2,
M&,M2, MS), which are marked by dashed lines in (a).

is that if a certain process cannot be described
by our diagrams, only the imaginary part of its
amplitude is predicted to vanish. The real part
may be fed by the u-channel process, and only
when the latter also corresponds to an illegal
diagram, both the real and the imaginary part of
the amplitude will vanish (again, except for the
Pomeranchuk term).

The set of predictions presented here is based
on searching for processes which cannot be de-
scribed by a legal diagram. Ne can list here on-
ly a very small fraction of these predictions, and
it is a trivial matter to obtain many others sim-
ply by trying to construct legal diagrams for var-
ious processes:

(1) The following processes cannot be repre-
sented by legal diagrams and are among those
predicted to have purely real amplitudes at small
t values: &+n -K P, K&, &*+,&*&, and K P

~+, & ~', & A, p'A, A. The general rule is
that all processes of the form K B -n B', n+B

~B', &+B & B', and ~ M B' are predict-
ed to have vanishing imaginary parts, where B,
& ' are any nonexotic baryons and Mo is any Q = Y
= 0 meson which does not contain a ~~ component
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(m, p, &u, fo, A„A„etc.). Figure 1(a} shows that in any legal diagram for forward meson-baryon scat-
tering the initial and final meson must include the same type of quark. Hence, transitions like &

lead to illegal diagrams and to the above predictions. One way of testing these predictions is to
measure the polarizations of the final particles, A purely real amplitude corresponds to zero polar-
ization.

(2) A similar rule forbids the transitions m+ -(%%), w —(4'+), K —(3IQ), and K —(6'6'). The d'+
and the X% states are definite linear combinations of I= 1 and I=O mesons. Assuming that these are
p-& of fO-A, combinations, we predict the following at small f values:

Im(w P - pan) = -Im(w P - un); Im(m+n -poP) =+1m(m+n - vp);

Im(w+P -&u&++) =+1m(w+P -p b++); Im(w P -f n)= -im(v P -A On);

Im(poP -K+A) =+1m(~P -K+A); Im(p~P -»++) = -Im(&uP —w &++), etc.

The last two equations are relevant to photopro-
duction of &+A or m &++, if vector dominance is
assumed.

(3) The vanishing of Im(K P —poA), Im(K P
—&A), and the combination [Im(poP -K+A)-Im(cuP
-K+A}] together with the dispersion relations for
these processes lead to Re(K p-p A)=Re(K p- &A) and therefore to &x(K P —poA) = v(K P —&oA)

at small t. Similarly, ~(K P -foA) =a'(K P -A, 'A),
etc. These predictions were previously derived
from the quark model.

(4) The transitions m+ —y are not allowed by

the diagrams. Hence o(wN- pN) = 0, o'(~N- P&)
=0, etc.

(5) There is no legal diagram for the process
m P -& & n if we insist that the outgoing neu-
tron is "tied" to the incoming proton. On the oth-
er hand, m P -~~ is perfectly legal. One way
of understanding this peculiar prediction is to
consider the &K pair as coming from intermedi-
ate Q= I'=0 mesons. The initial & is allowed

by our diagrams to produce only coherent mix-
tures of I= 0 and I= 1 mesons. These mixtures
are forbidden to decay into K ~ while the &0~
mode is allowed.

All of these predictions can be alternatively ob-
tained (and some of them were indeed derived
previously) by considering various combinations
of assumptions such as exchange degeneracy, ad-
ditivity of single-quark amplitudes, universality,
SU(3) invariance, etc. We do not attempt here a
complete classification of our predictions in
terms of the alternative sets of assumptions
needed for deriving them. We merely remark
that we have obtained the predictions here just
from the impossibility of drawing certain dia-
grams without even knowing how one calculates
anything with such diagrams, and certainly with-
out assuming SU(3)-invariant vertices, universal-
ity, or additivity of quark amplitudes. Exchange

degeneracy was also not assumed, but it can be
derived in most cases from the basic rules of
our diagrams and the impossibility of drawing
diagrams for r+7t+, K+P scattering, etc.

We conclude with a few remarks:
Due to the difficulty in separating the real and

imaginary parts of most scattering amplitudes,
it is extremely hard to test many of our predic-
tions. The ones that can be easily tested [Im(K+n
-K~p) =0, &r(rN-yN)=0, and v(K P-Ap)=~(K P-»)] agree with experiment, 9 but they were all
derived previously by other assumptions and can-
not be considered as crucial tests of the basic
diagram rules. We have compared some of the
other predictions with indirect pieces of evidence
(such as phenomenological fits, polarization data,
and rough order-of-magnitude estimates) and
found neither clear contradictions nor great suc-
cesses. The polarization tests are especially in-
adequate since a negligible imaginary part (such
as 5% of the cross section) can lead to a large
polarization (such as 20%). It is obvious that
many more tests are needed before we can start
taking our assumptions and methods seriously.

The assumptions involved in drawing are strong-
er than the requirement that the exotic SU(3) am-
plitudes vanish in all channels. 4 Our extra as-
sumption can be most easily stated in the SU(3)-
invariance limit (although it is not necessary to
take this limit here). What we assume in addi-
tion is that 4q+g or 2q+2g intermediate states
are illegal even if they happen to belong to a sin-
glet or an octet. Another way of stating the same
assumption is to note that our annihilated qg
pairs in all channels must be in SU(3) singlets
and not in octets. This assumption is certainly
reasonable if real quarks exist, but even if the
quarks are only mathematical entities represent-
ing some algebraic structure, it is conceivable
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that they obey our requirements.
We do not know how to include spin effects in

performing quantitative calculations with the dia-
grams. We may use "quark-counting" assump-
tions or assume SU(3) invariance for the various
vertices, but such requirements do not tell us
much about the dynamics of the intermediate
baryon and meson resonances. It should be in-
teresting to find out whether the diagrams or
some extension of them can be utilized for a
more explicit understanding of the hadronic spec-
trum.
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A model of the Pomeranchuk term as a sum over two-body intermediate states is con-
structed. Experimental tests involving resonance production are suggested.

The Pomeranchuk singularity (P) that drives
elastic high-energy scattering is the least under-
stood of all complex angular-momentum plane
singularities. The nature of lower lying singular-
ities is reasonably clear. A simple picture in
terms of straight-line Regge trajectories is found
to explain well both their effects in high-energy
scattering and the observed particle spectrum.
Particularly relevant for us are the two approxi-
mately exchange-degenerate nonets of trajecto-
ries (which we shall jointly label by R)' on which
the vector and tensor mesons are located. Is
there any chance of understanding the nature of
I' starting from these "usual" R trajectories' It

has been suggested' that the P contribution to an
elastic process AB-AB is generated by the se-
quence AB AB+ [se-condaries produced by multi-
peripheral R exchange (multi-Regge exchange)]
-AB, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The difficulty in-
volved in this approach is that of mathematical
complexity in treating many-particle intermedi-
ate states. We want to show that the model of
Fig. 1(a) can be simplified to one including only
two-body intermediate states. Using duality' one
can successively "reduce" the many secondary
lines in Fig. 1(a) while at the same time includ-
ing higher and higher excitations of the "elastic
lines" [Fig. 1(b)]. For a large class of diagrams
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